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OUR SINGLE, URGENT GOAL: CURE
PARKINSON’S DISEASE
MJFF’s Mission
The Michael J. Fox Foundation is dedicated to finding a cure for Parkinson’s
disease through an aggressively funded research agenda and to ensuring the
development of improved therapies for those living with Parkinson’s today.

Vital Stats
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TRADITIONAL RESEARCH APPROACHES
INFORM CLINICAL DISEASE UNDERSTANDING

Treatment impact on
biological measures

Treatment impact on
clinical characterization,
diagnosis and progression

Cellular mechanisms
and pathways

Patient selection for clinical trials
Understand and predict risk

PATIENTS’ NEEDS DRIVE OUR EFFORTS
MJFF was founded
by a person with
Parkinson’s
disease.
Assessing all potential
projects through a patientfocused lens, everything we
do is driven by the many
unmet medical needs of
Parkinson’s patients today.
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THE FUTURE OF PERSON-CENTERED
THERAPIES
Improved medical products start with
patient-centered research
» Patients and care partners are the real experts on
Parkinson’s
» MJFF invested in Fox Insight to ignite a virtuous
cycle of patient-centered research
– Unfiltered, direct from patient data drive:
• Funding decisions
• Education and public policy efforts
• Payer relationship and industry collaboration
» De-identified Fox Insight data will be available to
qualified investigators to speed breakthroughs for
patients
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PATIENT-CENTERED MEASURES
Validated PRO instruments anchor cohort characterization and support
interpretation of data collected using novel patient-centered tools.
CASE STUDY 1: PD-PROP

» PD Patient Reported Outcome of Problems captures uncategorical
accounts of PD patients’ bothersome problems
– “What bothers you the most about your PD?”
– “In what way does this problem bother you by affecting your daily
functioning?”
– Problem severity (0-1-2-3 categorical scale)
CASE STUDY 2: MDIC PPI survey

» Patient engagement for identification of meaningful benefits and risks

» Working with patients as scientific collaborators promotes patient-centricity
» Good research practices can elevate PPI to valid scientific evidence
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MDIC PPI SURVEY PROJECT
Fall 2015
MDIC approaches MJFF
for PCORI grant support

April 2017
Feedback incorporated
into survey completed by
29 patients  helps
narrow attributes

Summer 2017
Patient preference survey
developed and tested
through phone interviews
with 20 MJFF community
members

Early 2016
Approach MJFF for
support to facilitate and
integrate PWP into project

March 2017
Study team attends MJFF
Patient Council to provide
update and conduct inperson focus groups

Fall 2017
Finalized patient
preference survey
deployed in Fox Insight

March 2016
MDIC, RTI and CDRH
attend the spring MJFF
Patients Council

Fall 2016
Series of six 2-hour weekly
calls with 7 patient
scientists  refine what is
‘meaningful’

Nov 27, 2017 – Jan 12,
2018
Survey live in Fox Insight
to US-based PD patients.
2,752 completed survey

Spring 2016
Seven MJFF Patient
Council members join
project

Summer 2016
CDRH completes lit review
 ID existing clinical
endpoints for PD trials

Feb 2018 – Present
Data analysis

Our takeaway: the project is a strong model of fully integrating patient groups and patients in
research.
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OUR VISION FOR PARTNERING WITH
PATIENTS
Increasingly, Parkinson’s patients are eager to be active contributors in
the development of new treatments – how can we turn this into action?
» Medical products that meet patients’ needs will enable
better health outcomes
» The science of patient input is challenging – especially
in chronic diseases where preferences change over
time and with disease progression
» Integrating patient-centered practices as part of
clinical trial design moves us closer to the shared goal
of therapies that meet heterogeneous patient needs
We applaud CDRH as a champion of transparent clinical trial design that includes patient
preference and deeply value the elevation of the patient voice to a rigorous science.
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